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KOKET
At the Forefront of International Decor
With inspiring new designs, including natural feathers and flora and
fauna motifs, all exquisitely handcrafted, luxury decor brand KOKET
continues to stand out in the world of luxury living!
May 2019 - Each April thousands of visitors flock to two of the world’s largest design
shows—High Point Market in the USA and Milan’s Salone del Mobile. Decor brands from
around the world showcase their products while designers, architects, aficionados, retailers,
and beyond hunt for new and inspiring design. With a vast array of novelties and an overall
abundance of decor products on display new trends always present themselves at these
fairs. And while KOKET’s designers always have their eyes on what’s hot now, even more
than that, this leading brand loves to innovate in order to create designs which truly stand
out at the forefront of international decor.
At High Point Market and Salone del Mobile KOKET introduced a total of 12 new pieces.
Each with its own unique story and distinct statement style. Highlights to note include the
leading brand’s use of feathers, nature inspired designs and beautiful hand craftsmanship.
Feathers! In Milan this year KOKET’s innovative use of natural feathers was in full bloom!
The brand introduced three new designs featuring their show stopping feather finishes
along with three new feather patterns. Applied to the doors of the new Temptation Bar
Cabinet, to the top of the new Merveille Dining Table and for the first time shown as
upholstery on the outside back of the new Merveille Dining Chairs, KOKET’s use of feathers
creates one-of-a-kind furniture as art! Composed of natural pheasant feathers combined
in various mesmerizing patterns of bowing waves, natural stripes and diamond crisscross,
KOKET’s feathers are available by the panel to use as wallcovering or framed as art, or as a
finish on numerous furniture designs.
Meanwhile at High Point Market the International Furnishings & Design Association
noted KOKET’s material innovation by selecting the brand’s Divine Armoire, which features
feathered doors, as a Finalist for its “Next Big Thing” award as part of its “Best of Show”
IFDA Selects contest.
Inspired by nature. The new Orchidea Sculpture and Fleur Nightstands nature inspired
designs captured the attention of endless passerbys during their debut at Salone del
Mobile. For eternity humans have been inspired by nature and as society continues to focus
its attention back on the importance of caring for our home here on earth the ties to nature
in design appear more and more. While nature inspired design is definitely becoming more
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trendy, KOKET has always and will always draw inspiration from nature as their love for
organic forms runs deep.
Hand craftsmanship. As the design industry continues to look to preserve the art of
craftsmanship the handmade movement continues to prevail, especially in luxury decor.
Supporting and preserving the craftsman in KOKET’s home country of Portugal has been
central to the brand since its founding. The hands of the artists who create KOKET’s designs
are visible in each piece. From the carefully hammered orchid blooms of the Orchidea
Sculpture and the delicate floral marquetry of the Fleur Nightstand to the 200 handcrafted
brass hands of the magical new Goddess Mirror KOKET’s love of hand craftsmanship was
ever present in Milan and High Point this year.
Launched in Milan with great acclaim the Goddess Mirror was inspired by the Hindu God
Durga, a protective mother who promises to aid her devotees against all of the troubles in
the world if only they have the bravery to stand up and face them. A truly stunning work of
art!
As seen in all the above mentioned new creations, and apparent across KOKET’s collection of
more than 200 designs, KOKET continues to standout at the forefront of stylish decor!
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ABOUT KOKET
Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad
campaigns, and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design-driven
experiences and content.
The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious
upholstery, exquisite lighting, and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magical
mineral medleys, luxe metallics, vibrant jewel tones, and exotic peacock feathers. With over
two hundred designs and counting, KOKET has become a go-to source for interior designers
and consumers looking to create unique spaces which exude sensuality and style.
KOKET’s savoir-faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers who leave no detail or element forgotten. The brand’s principal designers are a group
of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Founder & CEO
Janet Morais’ creative eye and almost fanatic drive for perfection. KOKET is managed by an
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction
while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide through a selective network of interior
designers and luxury retail stores. The darling of the furniture industry carries an admirable
list of accolades in the film industry, major international retail projects, top world hotels and
hundreds of publications in the most renowned shelter and luxury publications.
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